NOTE:

1. MATERIAL:
   - HOUSING: THERMOPLASTIC HIGH TEMP., UL 94V-0, COLOR: BLACK.
   - CONTACT: PHOSPHOR BRONZE, THICKNESS: 0.35X0.46mm.
   - SHIELD: BRASS, THICKNESS: 0.20mm.
   - LED LIGHT: EPOXY RESIN, THICKNESS: 0.50X0.50mm.

2. FINISH:
   - CONTACT: GOLD PLATED (SEE TABLE) IN CONTACT AREA,
     GOLD FLASH ON SOLDER TAILS,
     50μ" MIN NICKEL UNDERPLATED ALL OVER.
   - SHIELD: 20μ" MIN. NICKEL PLATED.
   - LED LIGHT: 85μ" MIN. Ag PLATED.
   - 85μ" MIN. TIN PLATED.

3. LED MUST BE REFLOW COMPATIBLE TO FOLLOWING
   TEMPERATURE PROFILE (FOR 1 CYCLE): ABOVE 160° FOR
   120 SECONDS, PEAKING AT 260°C FOR 20→40 SECOND.

4. LED DEFECT RATE IS 9000 PPM MAX. AFTER IR REFLOW PROCESS
   AS NOTE 3.

5. WAVE SOLDER CAPABLE TO 265°C PER TYCO SPEC 109→202,
   CONDITION B.

AD: OBSOLETE PARTS: OBSOLETE CIS STREAMLINING PER D.RENAUD/D.SINISI
CLAPBOARD
2 PLC

INNER BOX

CARTON
370mm(L) x 255mm(W) x 220mm(H)
11 TRAY/CARTON
TOTAL: 880 PCS
GROSS WEIGHT: 7Kg

TRAY
330mm(L) x 225mm(W) x 15mm(H)
80 PCS/TRAY